**Breach Trail (Pink)** = 0.2 mile - This down-and-back trail introduces you to the breach in the lagoon caused by hurricanes Matthew and Irma. Due to the dynamic nature of this ecosystem, the trail is always changing. Look for the pink trail blaze to help navigate.

**Diamondback Rattlesnake Trail (Orange)** = 1.9 miles - This trail is accessible from the Nature Center Scenic Trail and “J” Parking via the Palmetto Pass and Maritime Forest Trail. This trail was re-routed in 2019 after several large storms. It is for experienced walkers and mountain bikers only. It is a moderately strenuous trail and has some difficult spots.

**Lagoon Trail (Purple)** = 1.4 miles - This trail starts at “J” Parking and winds along the lagoon. It leads you through the maritime forest while providing scenic views of the lagoon and the various wildlife habitats between.

**Little Hunting Island Loop Trail (Red)** = 0.5 mile - This easy loop trail explores the area called “Little Hunting Island” that was caused by hurricanes Matthew and Irma. The breach of the ocean caused this section of beach to become its own island. Enjoy the interior of a barrier island ecosystem. This loop trail may experience some flooding periodically due to the dynamic nature of this island.

**Marsh Boardwalk Crossover Trail (Burgundy)** = 0.3 mile - This connector trail intersects the Lagoon Trail, Maritime Forest Trail and Diamondback Rattlesnake Trail to provide a path leading to the Marsh Boardwalk Trail.

**Marsh Boardwalk Trail (Brown)** = 0.25 mile - Designated as a National Recreational Trail, this wooden boardwalk mixed with a crushed hardened surface is great for observing life in the salt marsh. The dock on the end provides an area for viewing magnificent sunsets.

**Nature Center Scenic Trail (Navy)** = 0.7 mile - This trail provides access from the Nature Center to the Diamondback Rattlesnake, Maritime Forest and Lagoon trails. Make sure to walk the pedestrian bridge to gain access to the two trails on our Little Hunting Island. Experience the ever-changing views of a wild barrier island.

**Palmetto Pass Trail (Yellow)** = 0.2 mile - This trail offers easy access from “J” Parking to the Maritime Forest and Diamondback Rattlesnake trails.

**Pine Pass Trail (Teal)** = 0.2 mile - This easy trail connects the Lagoon Trail with the Maritime Forest Trail.

**Pond Overlook Trail (Blue)** = 0.6 mile - This moderately difficult down-and-back spur trail follows several ancient dune ridges and valleys, ending at a large natural pond. Stand on the peak of a ridge and look down to see alligators, herons, egrets and other wading birds.

To ensure that your state park experience is enjoyable, please be aware of the dynamic characteristics of the natural environment. There are some areas that may be potentially hazardous. All visitors should exercise caution when visiting any state park. Anyone who is unsure about possible hazards should contact a park ranger.
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